
CHEM 2101 – Molecular modeling component 

Instructor: Dr. Carl Dirk – cdirk@utep.edu – 915-747-7560 

Office hours (tentative; may change): W 12:30-3:30PM, F 9:30AM-12:20PM, and by appointment 

Some important dates: 
August 22: Fall 2016 classes begin 
October 28: last day to withdraw from a course with a “W” 
December 1: last day of Fall 2016 classes 
 

This course involves separate course components taught by Dr. James Salvador and Dr. Carl Dirk. 

Both Dr. Salvador and Dr. Dirk distribute separate syllabi for their distinct course components. Grading 

in this course depends on completing assignments of both syllabi. You cannot pass this course by 

completing assignments for just one of the course components. You must complete all assignments 

from all course components taught by Dr. Salvador and Dr. Dirk.  

The goal of this course component is to achieve training in quantum chemistry molecular 
modeling. We will be using the semiempirical application AMPAC, produced by Semichem, Inc. You will 
learn about and use the Hatree-Fock (HF) method, including the RHF, UHF, and ROHF variants, and will 
also learn how to implement configuration interaction. Important other topics include calculating the 
potential energy surfaces for a reaction. This skill allows one to determine the reaction profile including 
quantitative determination of enthalpies of reaction and Activation energies, permitting you to predict 
how well a reaction will work.  
 
There is no textbook assigned for this course. However, among the best undergraduate/graduate 
textbooks on quantum chemistry are: 
 
“Quantum Chemistry” Donald A McQuarrie, 2nd edition, University Science Books 2008. 

“Quantum Chemistry” Ira N. Levine, 7th edition, Pearson publishing, 2013. (Note that editions 5 and 6 

are much less costly than the latest 7th edition, and the coverage in nearly the same). 

A book that treats the Hartree-Fock method in detail is: 
 
“Modern Quantum Chemistry, Introduction to Advanced Electronic Structure Theory” Attila Szabo and 

Neil S. Ostlund, Dover Publications, Inc. 1996.  

At the practical level, for setting up and interpreting NBO analysis is the following book. Note that this 
mostly deals with NBO analysis at the ab initio level, and mostly dealing the GAUSSIAN application, 
specifically, mostly with the G09 version. You may not need this book now, but if you get deeper into 
computational chemistry, you will find it helpful: 
 
“Discovering Chemistry with Natural Bond Orbitals” Frank Weinhold & Clark R. Landis, John Wiley and 

Sons, 2012. 

Again, not for this course, but if you get deeply ino GAUSSIAN ab initio calculations, you will definitely 
need the following book: 
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“Exploring Chemistry with Electronic Structure Methods” James B. Foresman and Æleen Frisch, 3rd 

Edition, Gaussian Inc., 2015. 

 
 
 

One of the exciting aspects of this course is that you will learn how to set up the calculation of 
reactions, and, one occasionally may discover new reactions. 

 
The tentative content and order for the material we will master is as follows:  

1) (week 1; assignment 1) Input and edit structures in the AMPAC graphical user interface 
I. Introduction to RHF, UHF, ROHF 

II. Learn how to Optimize the structures of: 
i. Neutral closed shell molecules  

ii. Cationic molecules  
iii. Anionic molecules  
iv. Neutral radicals  

2) (week 2; assignment 1a) Learn how to optimize radical anions and radical cations 
3) (week 3; assignment 2) Learn how to calculate and display the molecular vibrations, and how to 

calculate the isotope effect for any atom or vibrational mode within a molecule 
4) (week 4; assignment 3) Learn how to force a rotation around a dihedral to determine the energy 

required to interconvert conformers 
5) (week 5; assignment 4) Forced bond breaking reaction path calculation 
6) (week 6; assignment 5) This lecture concentrates on population analysis using the Natural Bond 

order (NBO) method. Note that there is a written, but not video lecture component for this 
assignment.  

7) (week 7; assignment 6) Using CI to calculate electronic absorption spectra and to estimate 
fluorescence emission 

8) (week 8; assignment 7)) Calculation of the potential energy surface (PES) for the electrocyclic 
ring closing/opening of 1,3-butadiene/cyclobutene 

9) (week 9; assignment 8) Calculation of the PES for BH3 addition to an alkene 
10) (week 10; assignment 9) Calculation of the PES for radical abstraction of H atom from an amine 
11) (week 11; assignment 10) Calculation of the PES for an SN2 substitution reaction 
 
Grading will arise solely from the completion of assignments. There are no exams. The schedule for 

assignment and completion deadline dates is summarized below. Assignments which are turned in late 
will lose 5% of the earned grade for each day that the assignment is late.  

There are a total of 11 assignments (1, 1a, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10). Scheduling of assignments and 
deadlines is delineated below. Assignment 1a is closely related to Assignment 1, but has been delayed to 
week 2, to give you time to become more accustomed to working with the software. This also means 
that Assignments 2-10 are scheduled weeks 3-11, respectively; see below. Pay close attention to the 
assignment schedule below.  

Note that assignments are due approximately two weeks after being assigned. As you can see 
below, the intervening week gives you time to work on the assignment and obtain help during the class 
meeting following the assignment. You can additionally obtain help by meeting with Dr. Dirk.  

 Grading is a combination of grading from the course components taught by Dr. Dirk and Dr. 
Salvador.  



Most of the molecular modeling course content is delivered online by video. The main reason 
for this is that you can then go back as many times as necessary to review the very detailed instructional 
steps and be able to reproduce them for your assignments. 

Most of the molecular modeling video content will be in MP4 format, which is viewable by many 
media players. Note that two players which should work for the MP4 lectures are Quicktime and 
Windows Media Player version 12 (WMP-12). WMP-12 may only be available for Windows (7, 8, 10) 
systems. Note that I have heard that Quicktime for MS-Windows may no longer be supported by Apple 
in the future. If that is the case, you will have to use WMP-12. If you are having trouble viewing this 
content, first consult with UTEP IT on properly enabling an appropriate safe media player for your 
computer. 

In addition to watching the videos on Blackboard, you should be able to download the videos 
and save to your computer, if you wish. This would permit you to continue to consult the course 
material after the course has completed. You can consider the video content essentially a textbook of 
material that you can consult over and over again throughout your career.  

As much as possible, the content has been broken into smaller lecture components of 2-10 
minutes. This permits you to more easily access specific information for which you may be searching. 
However, this means that the content for a lecture for a single week may consist of many segments or 
parts. Some lecture components are longer than 10 minutes, but none longer than about 45 minutes.  
 
Communication: 

A lot of what happens in this course occurs through email communication. It is expected and 
understood that you will be monitoring your email at least several times a day. Please feel free to make 
email inquiries on any assignment any time of the week.  
 
The “lab” meeting every week: 
 Note below that the in-class segment of the course is essentially a lab for you to consult with us 
on your assignments. During the “lab”, feel free to consult on any assignment, not just the one that 
appears in the schedule below.  
 
Installation and use of course software: 
 Couse software is discussed in more detail below. You are responsible for finding a computer to 
use, and ensuring you have properly install software. We can and will help. However, we cannot help if 
you fail to advise us of difficulties. You are responsible for alerting Dr. Dirk and Dr. Salvador of whatever 
difficulties you are encountering.  
 
Retain all files for molecular modeling results you submit for credit: 
 Keep all of your files for any work you submit for credit. This work must be available for 
inspection by Dr. Dirk. If this work is not available upon request, you will earn a zero for the exercise.  



*Assignments are due by midnight of the date specified.  

 
Class meeting In-class 

Assigned online 
lecture material 

and assignment # 

Assignment #, due 
date* 

Week 1 August 26 
Introduction to the 
course; begin online 
lecture component #1 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#1 & assignment #1 

 

Week 2 September 2 

Lab for online lecture 
component #1 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#1a & assignment 

#1a 

 

Week 3 September 9 
Lab for online lecture 
component #1a 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#2 & assignment #2 

#1, September 8 

Week 4 September 16 
Lab for online lecture 
component #2 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#3 & assignment #3 

#1a, September 15 

Week 5 September 23 
Lab for online lecture 
component #3 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#4 & assignment #4 

#2, September 22 

Week 6 September 30 
Lab for online lecture 
component #4 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#5 & assignment #5 

#3, September 29 

Week 7 October 7 
Lab for online lecture 
component #5 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#6 & assignment #6 

#4, October 6 

Week 8 October 14 
Lab for online lecture 
component #6 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#7 & assignment #7 

#5, October 13 

Week 9 October 21 
Lab for online lecture 
component #7 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#8 & assignment #8 

#6, October 20 

Week 10 October 28 
Lab for online lecture 
component #8 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#9 & assignment #9 

#7, October 27 

Week 11 November 4 

Lab for  online lecture 
component #9 

Assign online 
lecture component 
#10 & assignment 

#10 

#8, November 3 

Week 12 November 11 
Lab for online lecture 
component #10 

No new 
Assignments  

#9, November 10 

Week 13 November 18 
 No new 

Assignments 
#10, November 17 

Week 14 
November 25 – 

Holiday, no class 
 No new 

Assignments 
 

Week 15 
December 2 – 

Dead Day, no class 
 No new 

Assignments 
 



Software and hardware considerations: 

It is essential that you install and make operational the software (AMPAC produced by 

Semichem Inc.) as soon as possible during or immediately after the first class meeting. If you do not 

have a MS Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10) OS computer available to you, it is strongly recommended that 

you seek access to a MS Windows OS computer. We have permission from Semichem to install on any 

personal computer owned by the University, or personally owned by you, or available for your use by 

friend or family. Basically, you can use any computer for which you can obtain access and also obtain 

permission for installation and use. We also tentatively plan to try to install on some computers in the 

library.  

 You can install AMPAC on multiple computers if you wish, and, can install using multiple 

Operating Systems.  

While we strongly recommend that you use a MS Windows OS computer, we can make available 

the installation file(s) for Apple and Linux OS computers. However, we have encountered numerous 

difficulties in installing or advising on installing onto these systems. (The MS Windows installations are 

always easy, quick, and never fail). Because of this, while we can make the files available for installation 

on Apple and Linux OS computers, we cannot advise on these installations. If you can get the software 

working on either of those systems, that is wonderful, but if not, you will have to turn to Semichem for 

help.  

Not all Apple and Linux OS are necessarily supported. The current supported Apple and Linux platforms 
can be found at: http://www.semichem.com/support/systems.php 
 
All Microsoft Windows based operating systems since and including XP should work. We haven’t tested 
WINDOWS 10, yet. However Microsoft does an excellent job at maintaining backward compatibility for 
older applications, so we do not anticipate a problem.   
 
The license key file: 
All installations of AMPAC, either Linux, Apple-Mac, or Windows requires installation of a license key 
file. The key file should be named “ampac10.key”. When downloading the key file, do not open the file. 
Opening the key file can sometimes corrupt the file. Installation of the key file on MS-Windows 
computers is discussed below. Please consult with Semichem Inc. for installation of the key file on Linux 
or Apple computers.  
 
Note that the key file is good for one year. Our key file expiration date is usually October 31. This means 
that we will need to provide you with a new key file in mid-semester if you are taking the course in the 
Fall. Generally, we can get a renewal key file 1-2 weeks prior to the expiration date.  
 
As the key file is good for a full year from renewal, you have access to using AMPAC after your course is 
completed. Please feel free to use AMPAC throughout your time at UTEP. Additionally, as a long as you 
are a registered UTEP student, I can provide you with renewal key files in the future. Thus, you may use 
AMPAC throughout your entire enrollment at UTEP.  
 
Basic hardware requirements: 
For WINDOWS systems, any processor sold in the past 10 years should work fine. 32-bit and 64-bit 
systems will work, but have different installation files, and minor differences for installation. See below.  

http://www.semichem.com/support/systems.php


 
For all systems, you will need at least 1GB of RAM, and at least 1 GB of free disk space to hold files 
created throughout the course. 
 
Cooling station/pad 
AMPAC is scientific application which places a higher load on computer CPUs than one might encounter 
with simple applications like a web-browser, MS-WORD, etc.. If you are using a laptop computer, we 
recommend the use of a cooling station or pad, as the AMPAC application can cause some heating of 
your system that you may not normally encounter. There are MANY different products on the market, 
and they can be purchased online or found at stores like Walmart, BestBuy, etc.. The fan(s) in these 
devices are usually powered by a USB connection to your laptop. 
 
We are not recommending any particular brand, but as an example, point to one product on 
Amazon.com: http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZOT1Q0?psc=1 
 
Typically, cooling pads range in cost from $15-$35. You will find it valuable in the future as better cooling 
of your computer usually leads to a longer lifetime for the equipment.  
 
Using a pad (e.g. MS Surface® ) computer instead of a laptop? 
In principle, as long as 1GB of RAM is available, a pad computer should work. However, the application 
will still potentially heat your computer, and a cooling pad is strongly recommended.  
 
A wireless mouse is strongly recommended 
The AMPAC application requires a significant amount of manual input to build and manipulate chemical 
structures. A mouse is necessary for this. It cannot easily be done by finger on screen actions. We 
strongly recommend that, if you use a pad computer or laptop, that you also use a wireless mouse.  
 
Possible harm to your computer? 
While we have never seen this software cause any harm to any computer in more than 15 years of use, 
we do not warranty its safety on any computer. Make sure you have permission to install on whatever 
computer you are using. Use a cooling pad with a laptop or a pad computer. Preferably, use a laptop or 
desktop computer instead of pad computer, if you are concerned about heating.  
 
Instructions for Apple and Linux Computers 
Please consult with Semichem Inc. if you face any problems on installation/use 
 
Installation to MS WINDOWS computers 
Ideally, you should permit your instructor to directly install the software, either in class or by 
appointment.  
 
The files will also be posted online for you to access and execute the installation yourself. The files are 
large, about 60-80MB, so give them time to fully download. 
 
For Windows OS computers:  
If your computer is 32 bit, then you must install the 32 bit version of AMPAC. If you have a 64 bit 
computer, either version will work, but the 64 bit version will execute faster and will be able to calculate 
larger molecules by fully taking advantage of all of the memory on your computer. 
 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZOT1Q0?psc=1


Once you have downloaded and saved the installation file, double-click on it. It will take you through a 
series of quick installation steps. Accept all defaults. Once installation is complete, you must install the 
key file: AMPAC10.key 
 
If you have a 32 bit computer, the key file must be copied to: Computer -> Local Disk (C:) -> Program 
Files -> Semichem, Inc. -> Ampac-10.1          (In rare circumstances, there is a possibility that the path to 
the “Program Files” directory may not originate out of the C: drive. ) 
 
For a 64 bit computer, there are two “Program Files” directories. Check each one to see which has the 
“Semichem, Inc.” directory, and then copy the key file to the Ampac directory. 
 
On rare occasions, the key file doesn’t download correctly from Blackboard or whatever online source 
we use. If you think you have correctly installed, and you get what appear to be key file access errors, 
we can email the key file to you as an attachment. As an email attachment, the file is usually not 
corrupted. 
 
Note that installation can require administrative access. If you are using someone else’s computer, they 
may have to give you access through the administrative account to complete installation 
 
Note that the key file expires mid semester. We will supply you with a new key file when/before this 
occurs. As long as you are a student at UTEP, and UTEP maintains the Semichem Inc. license for AMPAC, 
you have permission to use this application. If the key expires, just send me an email from your UTEP 
email address requesting the new key file and stating that you are still a registered student, and I can 
send you a new key file. 
 
AFTER INSTALLATION;   Accessing the Graphical User Interface (AGUI); USING THE CORRECT ICON 
The AMPAC installation normally places two different icons on the desktop. One is 
SQUARE/RECTANGULAR, the other is a ROUND with spokes. Do not use the ROUND icon. You can only 
access the graphical user interface (AGUI) through the SQUARE/RECTANGULAR icon. 

 
 

Other software that you need: 
You will use the applications MS EXCEL and MS PowerPoint in this course. You will need access to these 
applications. Low cost (possibly, free for students) versions of MS Office (containing MS Excel and MS 
PowerPoint) can be obtained through the following link: 
http://admin.utep.edu/Default.aspx?tabid=74253 
 

Access the 
AGUI through 
this icon

Do Not use 
this icon!!

http://admin.utep.edu/Default.aspx?tabid=74253


CHEMDRAW – You can download from the following site: 
http://admin.utep.edu/Default.aspx?tabid=74493 
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